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St Simons
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Dave has set up a demo for the Feb 9th meeting at his 
shop.  Mark Sillay from Tucker, Ga will be doing a 
hands on demo wood slicing.  WE NEEED LATHES 
FOR DEMO.   Bring a chair.  Show and tell.  Eat Daves 
chocolate chip cooties.  Please respond if you have a 
lathe you can bring.   Info back to David or Craig.  
Later he will be a glynn arts for more hands on 
play!!!!

Starbond CA GLUE    WWW.STARBOND.COM 

Check out their website and see what you might want to order.   If we can order 
enough to meet their order minimum,  $ 200.00  we can receive a extra 15% off 
product,, quite a savings The following are prices for the group without discount!


Shipping costs not included 
-2 oz. EM-series @ $7.00 each 
-16 oz. EM-series @ $32.00 (packaged with supplies) each 
-2 oz. Colored CA & Flexible CA @ $12.00 each 
-16 oz. Colored & Flexible CA @ $62.00 (packaged with supplies) each 
-2 oz. Pump Accelerator @ $5.00 
-8 oz. Pump Accelerator @ $9.00 
-6 oz. Aerosol Accelerator @ $9.00 
-10 oz. Aerosol Accelerator @ $13.00 
-16 oz. Refill w/ sprayer @ $13.00 

Remember pictures with Descriptions to rumtiger@gmail.com  Easy to remember.. Rum u 
drink and it turns you into a tiger???   Well it use to but now that we are seniors (most of 
us) its good for a nap.

https://www.hardwoodstore.com


A web site with some great information.  Different wood types and how well they work for 
turning, glueing and how toxic to skin and lungs.  A good read.  Put a bookmark on the 
page.
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Daves demo on segmented cutting and gluing was a hit Saturday.  Lots of questions and 
some furrowed brows.   Myself got a little lost to be honest but Dave had it all figured out 
and had turned several nice looking pieces.

Clamping 3 angles together

From glue up to the lathe.  Sure saves a bunch of 
wood and you can make some unusual designs.

8 sided convex shape vase.  Note dark 
inserters tween the pcs.  Also a walnut 
canister



Herb Creations

Plain oak stress bowl

Bleached Live oak

Cherry live edge



Cherry with live edge end grain 

Paduak



Eddie Wildsmith

Coffee cart I built for 
daughter. Wood is red oak.



1st pic is the color coat epoxy. Once dry, sand it all down to get all the excess color off, 
leaving color in the cracks only. Then applied 3 coats of clear, as shown in the next 
pics. These will be drilled and used for bottle stopper displays.



So dats all folks.  Remember pictures to 
rumtiger@gmail.com by the 1st of month.  
And we are looking for demos. 

Barb Hahn

Show and tell Jan 12 meet 


Barb explains that after turning a pc you take a 
material similar to play dough, roll it out then 
apply to your pc..  Imprint designs with color into 
clay and bake in oven at 200deg?
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